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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No:_______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Summer Examination-2019 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code: 4AH02COE2                  Branch: B.A. (All) 

    

Semester: 2       Date: 16/04/2019           Time: 02:30 To 05:30                      Marks : 70 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the questions given below has four options. Choose the most correct answer 

and rewrite the sentence. 

(07)  

 i)  In which year was Dr. Kalam born? 

a) 1929                    b) 1930                       c) 1931                          d) 1932   

 

 ii)  He and I _____ very good friends. 

a) Am                       b) are                          c) is                               d) was 

 

 iii)  To talk about the completed actions, we use _______ tense. 

a) Simple Present         b) Simple Past              c) Simple Future      d) Continuous Past 

 

 iv)  Which sweet would the grand children buy for the old man? 

a) Rabdi                   b) Jalebi                    c) Kheer                d) Halwa 

 

 v)  Please, open the door. What kind of the sentence is this? 

a) Assertive             b) Interrogative         c) Imperative        d) Negative 

 

 vi)  Draupadi is a character derived from originally ________. 

a) Ramayana           b) Mahabharata         c) Shiv Purana      d) Manusmriti 

 

 vii)  Rama, as well as Shyama, _______ mango juice. 

a) Like                   b) is liked                   c) likes                 d) liked 

 

 viii)  Trees must be _________ in for increasing greenery on the earth. 

a) grown               b) grew                     c) grow                d) green 

 

Q-1 (B)  Match the Column ‘A’ (Title of the Story / Poem) with Column ‘B’ (Its Writer) in 

correct manner. 

(04) 

  Column ‘A’                          -          Column ‘B’  
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  i) A Devoted Son                             -     a) Maya Angelou 

ii) Draupadi                                    -      b) Emily Dickinson 

iii) With the Photographer              -      c) Sarojini Naidu 

iv) I Find No Peace                        -      d) William Shakespeare  

v) Indian Weavers                        -       e) Thomas Wyatt 

vi) Success is Counted Sweetest   -        f) Stephen Leacock 

vii) When I think of Death              -      g) Anita Desai 

-   h) Mahashweta Devi 

 

 

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2  In each of the following sentences, in underline part, there is an error. Find out the error and 

rewrite the correct sentences. 

i) One of the boy is the cleverest in our class. 

ii) Rama and Rahim is good friends. 

iii) Has you ever gone to Agra? 

iv) Here is pencils of yours. 

v) This is mine purse. 

vi) Do she like sweet potatoes? 

vii)  Neither the students nor the teacher sing the Hindi songs. 

viii) Have you write these letters? 

ix) These cars consumes diesel too much. 

x) Each of the boys were present in the class. 

xi) Neither of the team is weak over fielding. 

xii)  I had forgot to post this letter. 

xiii) Economics are to be taught in all branches of college. 

xiv) I have bought 12 dozens of bananas yesterday. 

(14) 

    

Q-3 (a) What are the three visions Dr. Kalam had for India? (07) 

    

Q-3 (b) Draw a character sketch of Mr. Varma depicted in the story A Devoted Son. (07) 

    

Q-4 (A) Give Synonyms: 

i) Devoted      ii) Joy                 iii) Lazy      iv) Cool            v) Clever 

(05) 
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 (B) Give Antonyms: 

i) Late            ii) Sad               iii) Bright         iv) Peace             v) Day 

(05) 

 (C) Give Meanings:  

      i) Perish            ii) Shroud             iii) boundless      iv) Demise 

(04) 

    

Q-5 (a) Write the central idea of the poem I Find No Peace. (07) 

 (b) Fill in the blanks using  the correct form of the verb given into brackets; 

i) We ____ just _____ the most extra ordinary film. (see) 

ii) I _______ Kashmir last summer. (visit) 

iii) I ________ waiting for his reply for two weeks now. (be) 

iv) My brother _______ tomorrow from Mumbai. (arrive) 

v) As they ____ the stairs, they slipped. (climb) 

vi) ____ you _____ this laptop yesterday? (buy) 

vii)  The sun _____ in the west every day. (set) 

(07) 

    

Q-6      (a) Describe the appearance of the photographer narrated With the Photographer. (07) 

    

Q-6 (b)  Write a paragraph on ‘I would like to be an English Teacher because…..’ (07) 

    

Q-7 (a)  Change the voice: 

i) I wrote an assignment yesterday. 

ii) This boys are playing football. 

iii) Do you like lemon juice? 

iv) This teacher teaches grammar well. 

v) I have not tasted the guava yet. 

vi) They do not like English movie songs. 

vii)  You did not attend the last lecture quietly. 

(07) 

    

 (b)  Construct a good paragraph on ‘My Favourite Game’. (07) 

    

Q-8 (a)  Translate the following sentences into English. 

૧) મારા ભાઈ પાસે સ ુંદર સાયક છે. 
(07) 
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૨) અમે તમારા પાક્કા મમત્રો છીએ. 

૩) અમારા મિક્ષક અમને સાર ું ભણાવે છે. 

૪) તમ ેક્યારે અમદાવાદથી આવ્યા? 

૫) આ નવ ું ેપટોપ છે. મેં આજે જ ખરીદ્ ું છે. 

૬) અમે ગઈકાે પનૂા ગયા હતા. 

૭) જ ઓ, પક્ષી ગીતો ગાય છે.  

    

Q-8 (b)  Write a note on theme of the poem Indian Weavers. (07) 

 


